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Summary Information
Repository DC Africana Archives Project
Title John Lovell Papers
Date 1898-1968
Extent 45.0 Cubic feet
Location note This collection is part of the holdings of the Moorland-Spingarn Research
Center at Howard University, 500 Howard Place, NW, Washington, DC
20059. Please contact them for information on accessing these materials.
Language English
Abstract John Lovell, Jr. was a scholar and professor of literature in the English
department at Howard University for 45 years. The John Lovell Jr. papers
document Lovell's research, teaching career, and family life.
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Biographical/Historical note
John Lovell, Jr. was a scholar and professor of literature in the English department at Howard University
for 45 years. At the time of his passing, Lovell served as the chair of the department. Having also
served as Associate Dean of the College of Liberal Arts, Director of Freshman-Sophomore Honors
program, and Director of Student Life, Lovell was a distinguished teacher and admired member of the
university community. Lovell received his bachelors and master’s degrees from Northwestern University,
1926 and 1927 respectively, and his Ph.D. from University of California, Berkeley in 1938. Lovell
focused his research on American drama and Africana history and culture. Lovell is known for his work
on the African diaspora influence in arts, literature and drama. He was a longtime contributor to the
Journal of Negro History and the J   ournal of Negro Education. Lovell’s research and writing about the
spirituals culminated in the publication of Black Song: the Forge and the Flame in 1971. Divided into
three sections, The Forge, The Slave Sings Free, and The Flame, Lovell argues in Black Song for the
authenticity and originality of the Negro spiritual. Lovell also traveled the world teaching and researching
countries in Asia, Europe and Africa. Lovell passed away in 1974.
Scope and Contents note
The John Lovell Jr. papers document Lovell's research, teaching career, and family life. Papers include
publications, manuscripts, financial documents notes and notebooks, syllabi, and correspondence.
Arrangement note
This collection is arranged in alphabetical order by folder title.
Administrative Information
Publication Information
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DC Africana Archives Project
Conditions Governing Access note
This collection is open for research.
Conditions Governing Use note
Some material may be copyrighted or restricted. It is the patron's obligation to determine and satisfy
copyright or other case restrictions when publishing or otherwise distributing materials found in the
collections.
Immediate Source of Acquisition note
Gift of Taunya Lovell Banks, 1979.
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Collection Inventory
Box Folder
 Working 1840s Playlists 5 30
 Working 18th and 19th C Drama Notes 5 19
 Working 1955 Income Tax Guide; S. J. Lasser 1955 3 7
 Working 1960s plays - detailed note cards 5 14
 Working ACLS Project--America in Drama 1958-1962 17 7
 Working Action Patterns in School Desegregation, A Guidebook; Wey
and Corey 1959 
9 5
 Working Administrative Documents--Howard University 1948-1961 20 19
 Working Administrative Notes & Papers c.1968 16A 7
 Working Administrative Papers - Humanities Division, Brochures,
Memos c. 1950s-1960s 
11 16
 Working Adult Education Club of Greater Washington 1955 23 5
 Working Advisory Materials 1958-1959 23 3
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 Working Africa Weekly 1956-1958 2 14
 Working Afro American Drama Exam Questions 1972 16A 16
 Working Agent Addresses R-S 1953-1957 17 8
 Working Amerian Drama: Revelator of American Life undated 24 14
 Working America in Drama, John Lovell, Jr. 1958 27 1
 Working American Association of University Professors 1957 23 7
 Working American Council of Learned Societies 1959-1960 23 8
 Working American Council on Education, Forty First Meeting 1958 23 1
 Working American Drama Course Mail Survey 1958 6 9
 Working American Drama: Revelator of American Life 1948-1958 24 2
 Working American Foundation for Political Education 1956 23 6
 Working American Friends Servie Committee 1947 2 3
 Working American Life in American Drama by John Lovell, Jr. 1960 13 4
 Working American Lit Survey Course 1/2 1963-1964 25 7
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 Working American Lit Survey Course 2/2 1963-1964 25 8
 Working American Literature Group of the Modern Language
Association 1956-1957 
23 9
 Working American Memorial Foundation 1949 6 16
 Working The American Minstrel Show Outline and Notes undated 16B 8
 Working American National Theatre and Academy 1962-1963 35 2
 Working American Studies Association 1/2 1960-1963 23 13
 Working American Studies Association 2/2 1960-1963 23 14
 Working American Theatrical Audiences of the 1890's 1957-1964 23 12
 Working Angelita Martinez 1962-1964 8 9
 Working The Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social
Science 1961 
4 6
 Working Annual Report of the Fund for Adult Education 1951 21 21
 Working Annual Report of the New Classes for the Whole
Community 1954-1955 
15 7
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 Working Annual Report, New Classes For The Whole
Community 1954-1955 
4 2
 Working The Asburyan 1954-1967 10 11
 Working Asbury Methodist Church 1956-1958 35 1
 Working Asbury Methodist Church - 120th Anniversary Festival,
newsletters, corr 1956 
22 8
 Working ASFC Lectureship - Corr, reports, clippings, receipts, lecture
notes 1947-1948 
25 2
 Working Assignments by Suzanne D. Price, Dr. Lovell 1960 33 1
 Working The Association of Asian Studies 1964 3 20
 Working Assorted Articles re: the Negro and American Theater ca. 1935 4 15
 Working Assorted Class Materials 1963-1973 12 16
 Working Assorted Correspondence 1949-1965 6 15
 Working Assorted Correspondence 1952-1963 10 3
 Working Assorted Correspondence 1947-1963 10 21
 Working Assorted Correspondence 1946-1968 13 20
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 Working Assorted Correspondence 1954-1965 21 15
 Working Assorted Correspondence 1961-1964 23 26
 Working Assorted Correspondence 1952 24 11
 Working Assorted Correspondence 1956-1965 26 6
 Working Assorted Correspondence 1956-1963 27 12
 Working Assorted Correspondence 1948-1958 28 9
 Working Assorted Correspondence 1947-1958 31 23
 Working Assorted Correspondence 1947 35 13
 Working Assorted Correspondence 1945-1965 7 6
 Working Assorted Correspondence--Lovell 1951-1967 12 21
 Working Assorted Documents 1956-1962 27 11
 Working Assorted Documents re: Howard University 1955-1968 26 1
 Working Assorted Documents re: Howard University 1927-1955 28 6
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 Working Assorted Documents re: Howard University
Administration 1942-1964 
6 19
 Working Assorted Documents re: Howard University
Administration 1946 
31 5
 Working Assorted Documents: Howard Academics 1/2 1952-1956 9 27
 Working Assorted Documents: Howard Academics 2/2 ca. 1966 9 28
 Working Assorted Documents: Howard U, Lovell Fulbright 1959-1961 8 24
 Working Assorted Financial Documents 1947-1963 13 19
 Working Assorted Handwritten Materials 1945-1968 13 23
 Working Assorted Handwritten Poetry undated 32 8
 Working Assorted Howard University Official Documents 1954-1967 13 21
 Working Assorted Loose Documents 1949-1962 10 22
 Working Assorted Loose Documents 1950-1960 18 1
 Working Assorted Photographs undated 6 11
 Working Assorted photographs ca. 1957 7 8
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 Working Assorted Photographs undated 15 23
 Working Assorted Photographs undated 28 12
 Working Assorted Photograps 1936 21 16
 Working Assorted Photos 1950-1965 9 29
 Working Assorted Plays--Digest of Great European Plays 1962 24 17
 Working Assorted Poems--unattributed undated 36 1
 Working Assorted Printed Materials ca. 1955 10 4
 Working Assorted Publications 1940-1960 19 6
 Working Assorted Pubications 1952-1962 3 24
 Working Assorted Publications undated 6 18
 Working Assorted Publications 1947-1978 12 20
 Working Assorted Publications 1950-1972 14 21
 Working Assorted Publications undated 18 12
 Working Assorted Publications 1947-1968 26 3
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 Working Assorted Publications 1942-1973 28 14
 Working Assorted Publications 1946-1963 31 15
 Working Assorted Publications 1961-1963 33 4
 Working Assorted Publications by John Lovell, Jr. ca. 1952 13 5
 Working Assorted Publications by Others 1938-1967 15 18
 Working Assorted Publications re: Howard 1945-1963 19 7
 Working Assorted Receipts ca. 1965 15 22
 Working Assorted Student Course Materials--Lovell 1959-1964 10 1
 Working Assorted Student Essays 1947-1965 14 5
 Working Assorted Student Papers ca. 1963 21 4
 Working Assorted tax and financial documents 1949-1957 7 7
 Working Assorted Writings--Lovell 1961-1962 12 1
 Working Attacks on the Drama in America, the Beginning to 1761: Anna
L. Allen undated 
7 5
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 Working Basil P Das undated 11 32
 Working Bibliographic Notes undated 15 21
 Working Bibliography of Negro Labor 1937 9 13
 Working Bibliography with notes--American Drama undated 20 13
 Working Biographies--Negro Scholars undated 18 11
 Working "The Bombing"/"The New Home" - (WRITINGS) 1957-1958 11 47
 Working Book Manuscript- "Before Destruction" 1/2 undated 34 8
 Working Book Manuscript- "Before Destruction" 2/2 undated 34 9
 Working Book Manuscript--Professor Anagnos undated 21 1
 Working Book Order Catalogues c. 1964 25 10
 Working Book Order Notes and Cards 1964 25 9
 Working Book Review, Integration--Lovell Undated 17 1
 Working Book Review, Negroes in the Nations Capital 1942 2 10
 Working Book Review, The Things So Strange and Marvellous Undated 2 11
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 Working Brochures, Newsletters 1967-1968 16A 8
 Working Bronx Community College of New York City
Catalog 1965-1967 
3 9
 Working Brown, Sterling "Negro in Maerica" Carnegie-Myrdal Corr 5 37
 Working Calendar 1952 5 8
 Working Calendar 1956 5 9
 Working Calendar 1963 5 10
 Working Calendar 1966 5 11
 Working Calendar 1967 5 13
 Working Calendar Pad 1955 6 10
 Working calendars, receipts, contact lists, correspondence 1953-1954 22 11
 Working Camilla Williams 1946-1947 31 9
 Working The Carnegie-Myrdal Study, The Labor Situation on the New
Orleans Waterfront: Alvin Jones 1940 
10 27
 Working Catalogue of Chinese Classical Books 1960 4 1
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 Working The CEA Critic 1956 10 16
 Working Channing Pollock Room 1962-1964 17 6
 Working The Charge of Ollah--Grace Randolph undated 31 22
 Working Checks and Balance Statements--Lovell 1954-1958 6 6
 Working Child of Stars, Outline Draft undated 16B 5
 Working Christopher Fry "The Lady's Not for Burning" (1949) critical
discussion? Synopsis? 1949 
11 37
 Working Class Rolls, Syllabi, Student Papers 1/2 1933-1963 2 21
 Working Class Rolls, Syllabi, Student Papers 2/2 1933-1963 2 22
 Working clippings - Powell, Adam Clayton - News Items 1963 22 18
 Working clippings - sports activities 1963 22 17
 Working Clippings re: death of Robert Frost 1963 28 13
 Working College of Liberal Arts 1964 8 15
 Working College of Liberal Arts Faculty 1962-1963 8 17
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 Working Commentary Vol 7. No. 1 1949 4 4
 Working Committee in Support of the Montgomery Improvement
Association 1956 
8 10
 Working Communications Course 1958-1959 16A 11
 Working Composition Book, John Lovell, Jr. 1932 35 11
 Working Conference on College Composition and Communication 1958 27 8
 Working The Confessions of Nat Turner, Styron 1967 10 2
 Working Confidential Evaluations: Community Colleges of New
York 1963-1966 
3 5
 Working Contemporary American Theatre Lovell Fulbright Course
Materials 1960-1961 
13 3
 Working Corr - Howard- teaching, research, pub marketing 1946-1961 34 1
 Working Corr - Political, Organizing - Montgomery, Friends 1948-1956 22 26
 Working Corr + Memos, Student Personnel HU 1947-1948 25 3
 Working Corr and Paperwork Misc 1936 16A 19
 Working Corr- Re: personal publications c. 1948 34 2
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 Working corr. and notes 1952-1953 22 6
 Working Corr. Japan/Student notes English 8A c.1960 22 16
 Working Corr/Marian/Finances 1963 22 14
 Working Corr: Family/personal, notes/receipts/bills 1948-1952 25 6
 Working Corr: Summer Camp for Taunya 1954-1955 25 11
 Working Correspondence 1947-1962 12 3
 Working Correspondence 1954-1963 17 26
 Working Correspondence 1949-1964 17 27
 Working Correspondence 1954-1955 17 28
 Working Correspondence 1961 18 18
 Working Correspondence 1956-1964 19 8
 Working Correspondence 1/2 1961-1966 33 11
 Working Correspondence 1/3 1946-1956 2 4
 Working Correspondence 2/2 1961-1962 33 12
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 Working Correspondence 2/3 1947-1962 2 5
 Working Correspondence 3/3 1948-1963 2 6
 Working correspondence and addresses c.1940 11 3
 Working Correspondence and Documents re: Marian Lovell at Taylor
Manor Hospital 1963-1964 
9 21
 Working Correspondence and Documents re: Phi Beta Kappa at Howard
University 1955-1963 
18 2
 Working Correspondence and Documents re: Taunya and
Syracuse 1958-1965 
9 17
 Working Correspondence and Documents re: Veterans Administration
Benefits 1953-1962 
9 18
 Working Correspondence and Documents--American Society of African
Culture 1958 
16B 1
 Working Correspondence re: Appreciating Whitman: "Passage to
India" 1957-1961 
9 20
 Working Correspondence re: Sepia Syndicate 1946 9 19
 Working Correspondence re: The Negro Caravan ca. 1941 18 8
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 Working Correspondence, Industrial Bank of Washington 19953-1957 35 14
 Working Correspondence: John and Marian Lovell 1955-1965 9 2
 Working Correspondence: John Lovell General 1953-1966 9 1
 Working Correspondence: Lovell Book Requests 1960 9 3
 Working Correspondence: Sterling Brown 1944-1970 9 16
 Working Correspondence--Assorted 1928-1959 20 21
 Working Correspondence--English Questionnaire, Sterling Brown 1940 15 13
 Working Correspondence--Greeting Cards 1950-1953 32 12
 Working Correspondence--Incoming 1948-1963 32 13
 Working Correspondence--Jokes Compilation, Sterling Brown 1940 15 12
 Working Correspondence--Lovell 1941-1954 18 14
 Working Correspondence--Lovell to Others 1947 15 14
 Working Correspondence--Others to Lovell 1947-1964 15 15
 Working Correspondence--outgoing 1957-1959 32 11
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 Working Correspondence--Personal 1951-1959 14 12
 Working Correspondence--Personal, Lovell 1961-1964 16B 2
 Working Correspondence--Sterling Brown 1946-1954 16B 3
 Working Correspondence--Sterling Brown 1947-1974 18 10
 Working Correspondence--Sterling Brown 1939-1940 20 22
 Working Correspondence--Sterling Brown with Others 1/2 ca. 1940 15 8
 Working Correspondence--Sterling Brown with Others 2/2 ca. 1940 15 9
 Working Correspondence--Textbook and Journal Advertisements
1/2 1951 
14 13
 Working Correspondene--Textbook and Journal Advertisements
2/2 1948-1951 
14 14
 Working Cosmopolis, an International Review 1898 3 1
 Working Course Materials - Eng 002, 003 undated 16A 6
 Working Course Materials--Lovell 1949-1963 10 20
 Working Course Materials--Lovell 1/2 ca. 1960 7 13
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 Working Course Materials--Lovell 2/2 ca. 1960 7 14
 Working Course Registration Materials 1968 32 14
 Working Coursework - Misc - Medieval/Early Modern/Modern c.1936 16A 18
 Working Creative Children's Theatre at Robert Moten Williams
Community Center 1954 
13 7
 Working The Crisis 1950-1963 3 23
 Working The Crisis: A Record of the Darker Races; August-
September 1964 
9 8
 Working Crusader 1957-1958 20 7
 Working Curriculum Vitae, Corr 1930-1967 16A 2
 Working CV--Lovell undated 6 2
 Working Danforth Foundation Workshop In Liberal Arts Education
1/2 1962-1963 
22 12
 Working Danforth Foundation Workshop In Liberal Arts Education
2/2 1963 
22 13
 Working Data Book 1964 9 4
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 Working Date Book, February 1967 12 27
 Working Day Planner 1961 7 18
 Working Dental School 1948-1955 35 3
 Working Departmental Directives 1973 16A 5
 Working Departmental Directives 1972 16A 15
 Working Desk Calendar 1953-1959 28 16
 Working Desk Calendar 1958 35 12
 Working Desk Calendar pages 1964 9 15
 Working Desk Notes, Messages, Corr 1965-1966 16A 4
 Working Devotion to the Cross--La Barca, Digest of Great American
Plays 1962 
21 14
 Working Digest of Great American Plays 1960-1962 12 4
 Working Dissertation Excerpts folder 1/4 c. 1948 34 3
 Working Dissertation Excerpts folder 2/4 c. 1948 34 4
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 Working Dissertation Excerpts folder 3/4 c. 1948 34 5
 Working Dissertation Excerpts folder 4/4 c. 1948 34 6
 Working Dissertation- later draft - ch. 1? c.1937 16A 21
 Working Dissertation- later draft - ch. 2-5? c.1937 16A 22
 Working Dissertation- later draft - chapters in disarray (1/2) c.1937 16A 23
 Working Dissertation- later draft - chapters in disarray (2/2) c.1937 16A 24
 Working Dissertation- notes + drafts (1/2) c.1937 16A 26
 Working Dissertation- notes + drafts (2/2) c.1937 16A 27
 Working Dissertation- Prospectus, introduction, outline c.1937 16A 20
 Working The Doctor's Dilemma--Shaw, Digest of Great American
Plays 1962 
21 12
 Working Documents and Correspondence re: Todd Duncan 1940-1947 24 1
 Working Documents re: Academic Tenure Regulations; Howard
University 1953-1954 
9 23
 Working Documents re: death of Marian Lovell 1966 9 22
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 Working Documents re: Howard Administration 1948-1967 12 17
 Working documents re: Howard Administration 1943-1953 14 15
 Working documents re: Howard Administration 1947-1949 15 19
 Working Documents re: Howard Administration 1970 16B 7
 Working Documents re: Howard Administration 1952-1955 21 7
 Working Documents re: Howard Library Committee 1955-1962 12 18
 Working Documents re: Howard University ca. 1942 7 9
 Working Documents re: Howard University Adminsitration 1942-1945 32 2
 Working Doris N. Martin 1960-1959 8 8
 Working Draft--Eugene O'Neill and the Theory of Tragedy undated 23 22
 Working Drama Cooperative Research 1963-1965 35 4
 Working The Economic Theory of the Austrian School Nicholas C.
Anagnos Undated 
27 9
 Working The Education Quarterly 1953 3 14
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 Working Eight Against the World by John Lovell, Jr. ca. 1956 13 2
 Working Elizabethan Theater Notes undated 4 16
 Working Encyclopedia Africana 1949 20 2
 Working English 127, 144, Misc 1957-1959 11 28
 Working English 143--Lovell, Documents and Notes 1951-1952 4 12
 Working English 144--Lovell, Documents and Notes ca. 1948 4 13
 Working English 194/229 notes and documents 1963 21 2
 Working English 196 1967 11 34
 Working English 198 1963 11 33
 Working English 198 notes undated 31 8
 Working English 2 - quizzes, tests, answer keys undated 22 2
 Working English 200 materials, Lovell 1963 14 1
 Working English 217 undated 31 13
 Working English 217 Summer 1949 Student Work 1949 11 31
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 Working English 219 1953 28 2
 Working English 234-Lovell 1964 12 15
 Working English 244, 2nd Semester 1965 31 7
 Working English 247 1/2 1964-1965 23 16
 Working English 247 2/2 1964-1965 23 17
 Working English 261 notes and documents 1963 21 3
 Working English 3 Notes/Student Research Topics 1955 22 28
 Working English 8, Roll, Syllabus, Assignments, letter of
Recommendation, Misc Notes 1963 
11 27
 Working English Course Materials 1/2 1949-1955 35 7
 Working English Course Materials 2/2 1955 35 8
 Working English Course Materials and Notes--Lovell ca. 1951 15 17
 Working English Course Materials--Lovell ca. 1962 13 10
 Working English Department Course Materials undated 17 22
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 Working English Department Course Materials undated 20 20
 Working English Department Course Materials 1960-1964 23 20
 Working English Department Course Materials 1967-1968 32 3
 Working English Department Course Materials 1947-1960 18 9
 Working English Department Course Materials ca. 1964 19 4
 Working English Department Course Materials 1964 27 13
 Working English Department Course Materials 1948-1949 31 21
 Working English Department Course Materials 1960 33 7
 Working English Department Course Materials 1/2 1951-1959 24 7
 Working English Department Course Materials 1/2 1963-1967 26 8
 Working English Department Course Materials 2/2 1954-1959 24 8
 Working English Department Course Materials 2/2 1964 26 9
 Working English Department Student Papers 1955-1960 27 14
 Working English Department Student Papers 1960 27 15
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 Working English Department Student Papers 1960 27 16
 Working English Teacher's Audio-Visual Resources 1957 23 4
 Working Enjoy your Drama notes and manuscripts 1/2 undated 10 6
 Working Enjoy your Drama notes and manuscripts 2/2 undated 10 7
 Working Enjoy Your Drama, John Lovell undated 24 6
 Working Enjoy your Drama, Lovell 1964 14 17
 Working Enjoy your Drama--Lovell undated 6 4
 Working Epitaph for a Blackbird, Produced by Kenneth Brown 1964 14 19
 Working Esquire Magazine, December 1958 21 18
 Working Essays 1st & 2nd Series, Ralph Waldo Emerson 1927 3 18
 Working Essays--Taunya Lovell undated 14 18
 Working Final Exam Qs Eng 8A + 187C 5 18
 Working Financial Documents 1962 23 24
 Working Financial Documents 1964 26 5
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 Working Financial Documents 1955-1965 32 5
 Working Financial Documents 1962 33 5
 Working Financial Information 1959-1961 17 25
 Working Four Major American Golk Heroes Undated 2 24
 Working The Forty Five Vol 1. No. 3 1941 31 3
 Working The Forty Five Vol 1. No. 4 1941 31 4
 Working The Forty Five Vol I No. 5-29 1941-1942 14 6
 Working The Forty Five Vol. 1 No. 1 1941 31 1
 Working The Forty Five Vol. 1 No. 2 1941 31 2
 Working The Forty Seven Vol III No. 4-7 1944 14 8
 Working The Forty Six 1942-1943 20 12
 Working The Forty Six 2.18 1943 6 8
 Working The Forty Six 2.20 1943 6 7
 Working The Forty Six and The Forty Seven 1944 33 10
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 Working The Forty Six Vol II No. 1-7 1942 14 7
 Working Frankfurter Hefte 1949 3 3
 Working French Catalog/Rights Civil-Legal Procedures (Dissertation
Catalog?) 
5 17
 Working Freshman Composition, Book 1957-1960 20 5
 Working Funeral and wake arrangements for Wife 1966 16A 12
 Working "GI Joe Critic Comes Home" undated 34 15
 Working Gi Joe Critic omes Home, Lovell undated 12 8
 Working Global Theatre Anthology Corr 1964 11 43
 Working Grade Sheets c. 1948-1962 11 29
 Working Graduate School (Penn) Correspondence/Job Applications/
Mentors c.1929 
16A 1
 Working Graduate Student Placement 1962 17 20
 Working Graduate Work + Early Teaching 1929-1938 16A 17
 Working Graduate work from Northwestern - Walden throws off a
Jinx 1926 
16A 3
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 Working Gunner, Myrdal "The Negro in America" WPA - corr and
documents w Sterling Brown 
5 39
 Working Hallam Tennyson Lecture Poster undated 27 2
 Working Handbook of American Poetry Manuscript undated 19 3
 Working Handbook of American Poetry Notes 1/2 undated 19 1
 Working Handbook of American Poetry Notes 2/2 undated 19 2
 Working Handwritte Notes--Research undated 20 16
 Working Handwritten Notes undated 28 7
 Working Harold Lewis Materials 1930-1967 2 20
 Working The Historical and Literary World of Walt Whitman undated 24 5
 Working Honors Porgram Report 1958-1959 11 23
 Working Honors Program Play Outing 1960 11 26
 Working Honors Programs and Junior Colloquium 1959 28 3
 Working Howard Admissions--applications and documents 1948 20 15
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 Working the Howard Enquirer 1958-1959 11 19
 Working Howard Library Acquisitions and Circulations 1954-1955 13 15
 Working Howard Library Use Questionnaires annd Reports 1956 13 13
 Working Howard Lindsey 1959 8 18
 Working Howard University Administration Documents 1954-1956 23 21
 Working Howard University Administrative Documents 1954-1968 24 4
 Working Howard University Administrative Documents 1961-1962 33 8
 Working Howard University Bulletin Volume XXX 1951 4 8
 Working Howard University Bulletin Volume XXXII 1942 4 7
 Working Howard University Bulletin; College of Liberal Arts 1949-1950 3 10
 Working Howard University English Department Course Materials 1972 16B 9
 Working Howard University Faculty Meeting 1963 28 1
 Working Howard University Hill Top 1957-1959 15 6
 Working The Howard University Magazine 1962 10 15
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 Working The Howard University Magazine 9.4 1967 4 18
 Working Howard Workshops ca. 1958 1 16
 Working HU Grad School Bulletin 5 21
 Working HU-V 1953-1961 22 24
 Working "Hunters of Heaven Drive" - corr (WRITINGS) 1963 11 45
 Working The Hunters, John Lovell, Jr. undated 28 4
 Working "The Hunters" Manuscript 1/3 undated 18 5
 Working "The Hunters" Manuscript 2/3 undated 18 6
 Working "The Hunters" Manuscript 3/3 undated 18 7
 Working IAP- International Anthology of Plays undated 22 5
 Working ICSS--The Superior Student 1964 3 22
 Working Ideas and Research Proposals (America's Melting-Pot Stage)
(America in Drama) (American Drama: Revelation of American Life -
ADROAL) c.1950s-1960s 
11 38
 Working Intercollegiate Drama Association 1951 11 30
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 Working Intercollegiate Dramatic Association - corr and meeting
notes 1949-1950 
25 5
 Working Intercollegiate Dramatic Association Assorted Documents 1949 6 14
 Working Intercollegiate Dramatic Association Minutes of Spring
Meeting 1949 
6 13
 Working Intercollegiate Dramatic Association Tentative Program 1949 6 12
 Working Interracial Review 1937 9 11
 Working Japan Fulbright, Lecures and Notes 1961 24 19
 Working Japan Fulbright, Return Documents and Expenditures 1961 24 18
 Working Japan, Burma travel 1960-1961 11 42
 Working Jazz Club 1948 2 25
 Working John Lovell Publications 1/2 undated 7 10
 Working John Lovell Publications 2/2 ca. 1948 7 11
 Working Journal of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation 1962 4 5
 Working The Journal of Higher Education Volume XXXII Number
4 1961 
3 13
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 Working The Journal of Negro History Volume XLI, No. 3 1956 3 17
 Working Language Arts and English Departments Official 1/2 1957-1963 8 22
 Working Language Arts and English Departments Official 2/2 1955-1958 8 23
 Working Lectures 1955 8 20
 Working ledger book c. 1934-1947 11 15
 Working Letter to Director of Metro Opera 1947 7 2
 Working Letters and /documents re: James Nabrit 1960 8 5
 Working Letters from an American Farmer; Crevecouer 1945 10 5
 Working Letters of Recommendation 1949-1963 17 17
 Working Library of Congress Announcements 1956 8 19
 Working list of states with commentary undated 11 5
 Working Loose Assorted Documents 1947-1949 20 23
 Working Loose Assorted Documents 1953-1962 23 25
 Working Loose Assorted Documents 1948 31 24
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 Working Loose Assorted Materials undated 4 21
 Working Loose Assorted Materials 1961-1962 33 9
 Working Loose Documents undated 16B 14
 Working Loose Handwritten Materials 1955 9 32
 Working Loose Handwritten Notes unwritten 15 20
 Working Loose Printed Documents 1948-1963 12 23
 Working Loose Printed Documents ca. 1952 21 17
 Working Loose Printed Documents 1961-1966 26 4
 Working Loose Printed Materials 1957-1962 7 20
 Working Loose Printed Materials 1961-1967 13 22
 Working Loose Printed Materials ca. 1943 24 10
 Working Loose Printed Materials undated 28 8
 Working Loose Printed Materials 1932-1963 6 23
 Working Loose Printed Materials ca. 1962 9 30
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 Working Loose Printed Materials 1965-1974 18 15
 Working Loose Printed Materials 1968 32 15
 Working Loose Printed Materials ca. 1947 35 15
 Working Loose Printed Publications 1944-1967 9 31
 Working Lorraine--Correspondence 1963 8 21
 Working Lovell Acaemic Letter undated 1 7
 Working Lovell Brochures ca. 1962 1 20
 Working Lovell Correspondence 1/3 1950-1965 1 34
 Working Lovell Correspondence 2/3 1950-1965 1 35
 Working Lovell Correspondence 3/3 1950-1965 1 36
 Working Lovell Course Materials, Howard University 1/2 1963 6 21
 Working Lovell Course Materials, Howard University 2/2 1951-1963 6 22
 Working Lovell Course Syllabi 1960-1962 12 5
 Working Lovell DCPS Personal Papers ca. 1943 1 18
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 Working Lovell English Dept. Administration 1954 1 32
 Working Lovell Family Papers, Tanya Lovell 961-1963 1 15
 Working Lovell Financial Correspondence 1948-1962 1 21
 Working Lovell Financial Records 1962-1964 1 22
 Working Lovell Fulbright Applications 1963 1 29
 Working Lovell Fulbright Applications Blank Undated 1 30
 Working Lovell Fulbright Correspondence and Documents 1961 18 16
 Working Lovell Fulbright Receipts and Tickets 1961 18 17
 Working Lovell Marion (Family) correspondence 1964 1 17
 Working Lovell Notes 1948-1964 1 12
 Working Lovell PhD Diss materials - bibliography and notes c.1937 16A 25
 Working Lovell Photos ca. 1959 1 14
 Working Lovell Play Manuscript "The Moon is a Street Lamp" 1948 34 16
 Working Lovell Play The Moon is a Street Lamp 1948 7 1
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 Working Lovell Printed Materials 1966-1969 1 8
 Working Lovell Printed Materials undated 1 9
 Working Lovell Programs 1953-1969 1 1
 Working Lovell Publications and Reviews 1948 16B 13
 Working Lovell Research and Notes undated 12 19
 Working Lovell Short Story, The Great Big Ride undated 1 24
 Working Lovell Southern Conference Educational Fund 1956-1958 1 26
 Working Lovell Speaking Engagements 1955-1963 18 3
 Working Lovell Student Papers re: Lovell Lou Boubreau 1948 1 27
 Working Lovell Student Rosters 1965-1966 1 5
 Working Lovell Sub File, Howard and Sue Thurman 1962-1963 1 23
 Working Lovell UNESCO Travel Documents 1961 1 19
 Working Lovell University Administration, Senate 1958-1963 1 28
 Working Lovell, Acting Your Life undated 1 11
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 Working Lovell, Danforth Foundation 1962 1 4
 Working Lovell, Sixty Six and a Half Hours undated 1 10
 Working Lovell, Syllabus and Notes ca. 1948 1 6
 Working Lovell--Syllabi and Quizzes 1960-1961 1 33
 Working M Lovell's Mental Breakdown undated 12 10
 Working M. Lovell's Death and Estate 1967-1968 12 7
 Working MA Dissertation--Katherine Tyson Sutphin 1962 23 23
 Working Manuscript - Novel - "The Hunters" 1/3 (cover-p.172) 1954 34 17
 Working Manuscript - Novel - "The Hunters" 2/3 (p.173-323) 1954 34 18
 Working Manuscript - Novel - "The Hunters" 3/3 (p.324-487/end) 1954 34 19
 Working Manuscript Originals ca. 1959 17 19
 Working Manuscript, Untitled Undated 4 9
 Working Manuscript: Digest of Great American Plays 1/2 1962 35 5
 Working Manuscript: Digest of Great American Plays 2/2 1962 35 6
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 Working Manuscript--Dorothy Ross Undated 31 18
 Working Manuscripts--The Negro Caravan ca. 1941 23 15
 Working Manuscript--Take Along Two Hearts undated 15 2
 Working Marian Lovell--Financial Documents 1964-1966 12 22
 Working The Massachusetts Review 1965 3 12
 Working Master's Candidates, Correspondence and Documents
1/2 1962-1963 
8 6
 Working Master's Candidates, Correspondence and Documents
2/2 1953-1957 
8 7
 Working Memos 1951-1954 8 4
 Working messages notebook 1974 20 24
 Working The Middle East in the Muted Cold War; John C.
Campbell 1964-1965 
4 3
 Working Middle States Accreditational Material 1957-1966 12 6
 Working Military Committee 1956-1964 8 12
 Working Mills College Speaking Engagement, Lovell 1948 14 10
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 Working Minutes of the Educational Division, Howard
University 1952-1953 
9 24
 Working Minutes of University Meetings ca. 1955 13 18
 Working MISC - Corr 1951, HU Commencement 1936, 1958 Travel
Form c.1936-1958 
16A 10
 Working Misc - Diagnostic reading test, Brochures, Maps c.1959 22 25
 Working Misc - Student Enrollment Cards Fall 1948, Signed Playbill, Hi-
Lites, Memos, Newsletters, MLK, Sterling Brown, Harold Lewis, 1894
World Fair Photos 
5 40
 Working misc corr and brochures, cards, Dr. Howard Lewis, Gunnar
Myrdal 1941-1967 
11 20
 Working Misc drama review pages and notes to self instructions -
loose undated 
11 40
 Working Misc Note Cards, Othello/IAP undated 34 20
 Working Misc Short Pieces: "Rising Curtains," "Eugene O'Neill's Darker
Brother" undated 
34 7
 Working misc travel itinerary, cards, stubs, library slips, member
cards c.1950-1967 
11 1
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 Working Miscellaneous 1947-1962 2 19
 Working Miscellaneous News Items - clippings 1963 22 20
 Working Mississippi Freedom Summer 1964 4 11
 Working MLA American Drama Conference 1958 14 9
 Working Modern English for College Students notes and manuscripts
1/2 undated 
10 8
 Working Modern English for College Students notes and manuscripts
2/2 ca. 1960 
10 9
 Working Modern Language Association 1/2 1957-1962 8 1
 Working Modern Language Association 2/2 1957-1962 8 2
 Working Montgomery Improvement Association, Montgomery,
Alabama 1956 
13 6
 Working The Moon is a Street Lamp undated 19 5
 Working The Moon is a Street Lamp Manuscript--Lovell undated 15 1
 Working The Moon is a Street Lamp Performance 1949 17 23
 Working The Moon is a Street Lamp--Lovell undated 8 16
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 Working NAACP 1942 8 3
 Working National Council of Teachers of English 1962-1964 8 13
 Working Negatives + Photographs 1961 16A 9
 Working Negatives + Photographs 1968 16A 14
 Working The Negro, A Selected List for School Libraries of Books by or
About the Negro in Africa and America; State of Tennessee Department of
Tennessee 1935 
13 24
 Working Negro American Literature Home Study Literature by Arthur P.
Davis 1944-1945 
4 14
 Working "Negro in American War and Postwar
Theatre" (Roundup) c.1947/undated 
11 35
 Working The Negro Drama: Double Take, John Lovell, Jr. undated 2 1
 Working Negro Drama: Double Take, Lovell undated 12 9
 Working The Negro History Bulletin 1948 9 10
 Working The Negro History Bulletin 4.7 1941 4 17
 Working the negro in american art (F) (Myrdal) c. 1939 11 7
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 Working the negro in american culture c. 1939 11 13
 Working the negro in american culture: prospectus (Myrdal) c. 1939 11 8
 Working the negro in american dance (H) (Myrdal) c. 1939 11 6
 Working Negro in American Literature undated 9 26
 Working the negro in american music (G) (Myrdal) c. 1939 11 9
 Working Negro in American War and Postwar Theater 1946-1947 20 11
 Working the negro in sports (L) (Myrdal) c. 1939 11 12
 Working The Negro in the Art of Homer and Eakins 1966 13 25
 Working the negro in the movies (E) (Myrdal) c. 1939 11 11
 Working The Negro in the Reconstruction of Virginia; A. A. Taylor 1926 3 2
 Working the negro on the american stage (D) (Myrdal) c. 1939 11 14
 Working The New Home 1957 20 4
 Working Negroes in Drama--Assorted Documents 1947 20 1
 Working "New Classes" Annual Report 1952-1954 11 21
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 Working New Classes Planning and Organization 1956 17 5
 Working New Classes, Evening College 1955 21 5
 Working New Clippings/Scrapbook 1943 22 1
 Working New Man of Distinction, John Lovell Jr. 1951 28 5
 Working New Negro Alliance Yearbook 1939 31 6
 Working News Articles: Washington Gaily News 1958- Lovell, Grant;
Washingotn Post 1959- Lovell, Advice 1958-1959 
22 27
 Working News Clippings - Student Activities, Incl. Meredity +
Gant 1963 
22 21
 Working News Clippings--Negro in Politics 1938-1965 31 19
 Working Newspaper Clippings- National News Items - clippings 1963 22 19
 Working Newsweek, May 1965 21 19
 Working North Carolina from Colony to State by John Lovell 1929 6 17
 Working Note Cards on Catholic Rules: Primer on Roman Catholicism for
Protestants,They Made Me Sign, The Catholic Catechism 
5 20
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 Working Note Cards: Emerson, Commencement, Whalt Whitman -
Drama 
5 34
 Working Note Cards: History of the British West Indies, Odyssey Review,
Daily Picayune 
5 33
 Working Note Cards: Plays and Outstanding Performance 5 31
 Working Note Cards: Racine (?) teaching themes (epic 17th or 18th c) 5 32
 Working Note Cards--bibliography and notes, Lovell undated 32 16
 Working Note Cards--bibliography and notes, Lovell undated 32 17
 Working Notebook Nancy Lovell 1942 2 2
 Working Notebook, Joyce Smith Class Notes 1959 7 16
 Working Notebook, Joyce Smith Class Notes 1959 7 17
 Working Notebook, Lovell Fulbright 1961 18 20
 Working Notebook--miscellaneous notes undated 7 15
 Working Notebook--miscellaneous notes 1955 7 19
 Working Notes - Murdal, Negro in America, WPA 5 41
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 Working Notes for Manuscript: American Drama undated 31 12
 Working Notes for the Superior Student undated 20 3
 Working Notes from School ca. 1930 2 12
 Working Notes on the Negro Spiritual--Lovell 1962 23 2
 Working Notes re: Negro Spirituals undated 13 1
 Working Notes, Scholarly Work ca. 1949 2 13
 Working Notes: Jazz + Arts Quarterly Corr - Sterling Brown 5 22
 Working Notes--Spirituals and Music undated 18 13
 Working NYC Contact List undated 22 9
 Working One Hundred Eleventh Comencement, Syracuse
University 1965 
9 14
 Working O'Neill Biography "The Negro in America" by Andrew Carnegia
1907 6/6 
5 6
 Working O'Neill Biography Folder 2/6 5 2
 Working O'Neill Biography Folder 3/6 5 3
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 Working O'Neill Biography Folder 4/6 5 4
 Working O'Neill Biography Folder 5/6 5 5
 Working O'Neill Biography Note Cards Folder 1/6 5 1
 Working Organic Chemistry Notebook, Vancliff Johnson 1963 10 26
 Working Our Uncertain Liberties 1947-1948 3 15
 Working Overseas Program 1956-1958 17 9
 Working Panel on Cultural Freedom (Powell Lindsay, Sterling Brown,
Gwendolyn Bennett) 1940 
11 24
 Working Part B of Questionnaire for Graduate Schools or Divisions,
Middle States Associations of Colleges and Secondary Schools 1953 
13 8
 Working Partial Essay undated 15 16
 Working Partisan Review 1949 3 11
 Working Pasteur and Modern Science by Rene Dubos 1960 3 19
 Working Payroll Folder 1963 10 23
 Working Peace Corps Lecture 1963 17 4
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 Working Pendle Hill 1962-1964 17 24
 Working The Persians--Aeschylus, Digest of Great American Plays 1962 21 9
 Working Personal, Expenses, Misc Note Cards 5 15
 Working PhD Program--English 1961-1962 17 3
 Working Photograph--Peace Corps Summer 1962 1962 31 20
 Working photographs undated 11 4
 Working Photographs 1953-1964 12 13
 Working Photographs ca. 1947 17 2
 Working Photographs--Achimota College with Captions undated 36 2
 Working Photographs--Assorted 1967 32 9
 Working Photographs--Assorted Undated 33 3
 Working Photograph--Sterling Brown undated 2 26
 Working Photograph--Unnamed Woman undated 26 10
 Working Photos & Expense notebooks c.1940s 25 1
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 Working photos + snapshots - California 1930s, DC 1950s c.1930-1960 22 7
 Working Photos--Norfolk and Western Railway undated 28 11
 Working Photos--U.S. Army Air Corps undated 28 10
 Working Play Manuscript - misc - loose pages undated 34 13
 Working Play Manuscript - title unknown - Act I undated 34 10
 Working Play Manuscript - title unknown - Act II undated 34 11
 Working Play Manuscript - title unknown - Act III undated 34 12
 Working play manuscript "Child of the Stars" (WRITINGS) undated 11 49
 Working play manuscript "TWAG" (WRITINGS) undated 11 48
 Working Play Manuscript and Notes, Lovell, Jr. undated 32 1
 Working play manuscript- untitled - Sandy Richmond
(WRITINGS) undated 
11 46
 Working Play notes and bibliographies undated 23 19
 Working Play notes and Summaries undated 33 2
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 Working Play outline--The Curse OR The Glorious Day, by Maurice
Brett 1947 
7 4
 Working Play Reports, Sterling Brown 1/2 undated 15 10
 Working Play Reports, Sterling Brown 2/2 undated 15 11
 Working Play Reviews--Lovell undated 24 16
 Working Play Reviews--Typed undated 23 18
 Working Play Summaries undated 32 4
 Working Play Summaries 1/5 undated 27 3
 Working Play Summaries 2/5 undated 27 4
 Working Play Summaries 3/5 undated 27 5
 Working Play Summaries 4/5 undated 27 6
 Working Play Summaries 5/5 undated 27 7
 Working Play Synopses for 101 Important American Plays 1959 31 11
 Working Play, New Man of Distinction undated 2 7
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 Working Play, Sequence on a Device Undated 2 8
 Working Play, The Peace Dance Undated 2 9
 Working Playbills 1959-1962 17 12
 Working Playbills 1949-1951 35 10
 Working Play--New Man of Distinction undated 6 1
 Working Plays + Assignment Prompt: Lorca Blood Wedding, Pirandello
As you Desire me, Aeschylus The Persians, ENG 196 Assignment Prompt 
5 36
 Working Pocket Calendar 1965 15 25
 Working Pocket Calendar December 1967 15 24
 Working Pocket Calendar Pages, Loose 1955-1967 15 26
 Working Pocket Calendar, Lovell 1966 12 25
 Working Pocket Calendar, Lovell 1960 12 28
 Working Pocket Calendar, Lovell 1955 32 18
 Working Pocket Calendar, Lovell Fulbright 1961 18 19
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 Working Pocket Calendar, November 1967 21 22
 Working Pocket Calendars (Diaries) 1963, 1966, 1967 -centennial of HU,
protests, cruise, book (Aug 1966), Marian 
5 12
 Working Poe and Slavery Paper, English 217--Ruth E. Simons undated 4 20
 Working Political Activities - Montgomery Ala - Letter to HU President
and MLK 
5 7
 Working Post-Trip Reports, Japan Lecturer John Lovell, Jr. 1961 23 11
 Working The Power of Darkenss--Tolstoy, Digest of Great American
Plays 1962 
21 11
 Working Program Copies 1942-1945 24 3
 Working Project Authorizations, Drama Research Center 1962 24 12
 Working Promotion Letter Lovell 1956 7 3
 Working The Promethean 1967 9 9
 Working Propaganda is Fun 1946 20 10
 Working Publication + Talk - Appreciating Whitman, Appreciating
Hamlet 1960, 1963 
22 15
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 Working Publications and Clippings "The Negro Actor", Best Broadcasts 5 38
 Working Publications by John Lovell 1927 20 17
 Working Publications by Lovell undated 6 5
 Working Publications by Others 1947-1958 20 18
 Working Publications re: Africa/Ghana 1957-1958 3 21
 Working Publications: "Responsibility," Metropolitan Baptist Church,
Bulletin of the American Institute of Architects 1952-1955 
22 22
 Working Publications--Department of English, Howard 1942 14 16
 Working Racial Digest 1942 9 12
 Working The Ratification of the United States Constitution by the State of
North Carolina (1787-1789); Lovell 1930 
4 10
 Working Reading List on the Negro in the United States and Other
Countries--Dorothy B. Porter 1944 
32 10
 Working reading note cards + lecture notes, playbills, tickets - research/
teaching undated/1958 
22 3
 Working "The Real Big Job of Education" undated 11 25
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 Working Recommendation letters--Lovell 1946-1947 10 10
 Working Record Book of Course Fee Payments 1953 9 6
 Working Record Book of Opening Plays 1947-1948 9 7
 Working Relics and Reminiscences, Ex-Slave Narratives--Federal
Writer's Project 1937 
28 15
 Working Report of first meeting of Committee on Library use of College
of Liberal Arts 1954 
13 14
 Working Report of the Speical Trustee Committee on Education Program
to the Board of Trustees 1951 
11 51
 Working Research and Notes re: American Drama and Literature ca.
1950 
6 20
 Working Research and Notes re: plays--Lovell ca. 1947 7 12
 Working Research HU, Special ca. 1962 18 4
 Working Research Note Cards undated 33 13
 Working Research Notes--Lovell undated 26 7
 Working Research Project in Latin American Drama undated 11 41
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 Working Reserve Book Lists undated 17 18
 Working Reviews ca. 1961 17 14
 Working Reviews 1949-1950 31 10
 Working Reviews by Lovell ca. 1964 20 8
 Working Reviews of Enjoy your Drama 1957 20 6
 Working Sage and Sand 1942 10 13
 Working The Saturday Review Executive Desk Diary 1965 13 28
 Working Schoolwork + Notes - Tuanya, Samuel E Harris - Econ 506C,
Price Theory/Wage Labor, Concept of Monopoly, Math, Zoning c. 1959 
25 12
 Working Self-Study 1961 17 11
 Working Senate Hearings: Departments of Labor and Health, Education,
and Welfare and Related Agencies Appropriations. 92nd Congress, 2nd
Session 1973 
3 4
 Working Senior Comprehensive Exams undated 17 15
 Working Senior Great Issues Materials--Lovell 1966 12 14
 Working Sepia Show Scene undated 16B 4
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 Working Sepia Show Scene 1946 24 15
 Working "Sepia Show Scene" 1947 34 14
 Working Sepia Show Scenes undated 15 5
 Working Series on Democracy in the Drama/notes c. 1940s 11 36
 Working short story "Before Destruction" (WRITINGS) 1951 11 50
 Working Sing in the Streets 1947 15 4
 Working Sources of Broadway 1947 15 3
 Working Southern Negro Youth Congress 1944-1945 31 14
 Working Souvenirs 1962 17 16
 Working Speaking Invitations, Lovell 1943-1948 31 17
 Working Speeches--Sterling Brown 1944-1946 20 14
 Working Spiral Notebook, assorted notes undated 10 25
 Working Spiral Notebook: Handwritten Notes 1954 9 33
 Working Spiral Notebook: Handwritten Notes 1942 9 34
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 Working Spiral Notebook: Handwritten Notes undated 9 35
 Working Spiral Notebook: Tuskegee tail-end, Atlanta: Ames, Julian
Harris undated 
12 26
 Working stationary and forms undated 11 2
 Working Sterling Brown Correspondence 1942-1955 2 15
 Working Sterling Brown Notes and Publications 1/2 1935-1944 2 17
 Working Sterling Brown, corr, "The Negro Caravan," misc c. 1964,
undated 
11 17
 Working Sterling Brown, Western Union NYU visiting teacher
offer undated 
11 18
 Working Sterling Brown--Soldiers Brown G.I. Joe XXIII 1942 2 18
 Working Sterling Brown--The American Negro Project ca. 1944 2 16
 Working Street Scene 1945-1947 20 9
 Working stubs, to-do's, membership cards 1963 22 23
 Working Student Assignments--Lovell 1/2 1964-1965 10 18
 Working Student Assignments--Lovell 2/2 1948-1949 10 19
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 Working Student Conference Hours undated 12 12
 Working Student Enrollment Cards 1962-1967 12 11
 Working Student Essay--"Walt Whitman", Jean Neal 1963 13 29
 Working Student Essays, Humanities 1/3 1965 14 2
 Working Student Essays, Humanities 2/3 1965 14 3
 Working Student Essays, Humanities 3/3 1965 14 4
 Working Student Essays, Lovell undated 14 20
 Working Student Essays--English 1951 16B 10
 Working Student Essays--English 1951 16B 11
 Working Student Essay--Yvonne Brunton for Humanities 12 1965 13 30
 Working Student Information Cards 5 16
 Working Student Papers by Bernice Smith 1963 13 12
 Working Student Papers--English 3 1948 13 11
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 Working Student Work - Intro to Humanities, Assignments +
Syllabi 1965-1967 
16A 13
 Working Student work/Grades/Final Exam Questions Eng 196 c. 1964 22 10
 Working Student-Faculty Committee on the General Welfare of the
College undated 
17 10
 Working study of the negro - corr (Myrdal) c. 1939 11 10
 Working The Stylus 1934 10 14
 Working Suggested Library Code undated 13 17
 Working Summer School 1954-1960 17 21
 Working Supply and Labor Receipts 1962 24 13
 Working Suzanne D. Price Employment Information, Howard
University ca. 1967 
6 3
 Working Sweden 1961-1962 17 13
 Working Talk: The Literature of America's Minorities undated 12 2
 Working Tanya Lovell Correspondene and Documents 1956-1963 1 13
 Working Taylor Times 1964 10 12
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 Working Teacher's Insurance and Annuity Association 1948-1960 23 10
 Working Teaching Notes 1/7: Aucassin + Nicolete 5 23
 Working Teaching Notes 2/7: Sir Gawain + The Green Knight 5 24
 Working Teaching Notes 3/7: Arthurian Romance 5 25
 Working Teaching Notes 4/7: Return of the Native 5 26
 Working Teaching Notes 5/7: Hamlet 5 27
 Working Teaching Notes 6/7: Dante's Inferno 5 28
 Working Teaching Notes 7/7: Poetry Eng 143 5 29
 Working Teaching Notes: Song of Roland Eng 143 5 35
 Working "Theatre Audiences of Japan" 1962-1964 11 44
 Working They Shall Be Free; Allan K. Chalmers 1951 12 24
 Working The Thomas Citizen, December 1952 13 27
 Working The Thomas Citizen, June 1953 13 26
 Working Thomas Y. Crowell Company: Contracts 1960-1967 26 2
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 Working The Three Cuckolds--Anonymous, Digest of Great American
Plays 1962 
21 13
 Working Tom Thumb, The Tragedy of Tragedies--Fielding, Digest of
Great American Plays 1962 
21 10
 Working Torch and Trefoil 1949 10 17
 Working Transplanting the Negro Spiritual--Note Undated 14 22
 Working Travel expenses 1962 10 24
 Working U.S. Census of Housing City Blocks, Memphis, Tennessee 1960 27 10
 Working UN History Textbook Report 1955 11 22
 Working Union List of Serials 1944-1949 3 16
 Working University Correspondence 1956-1958 13 16
 Working University Council 1954-1968 2 23
 Working University Forum 1953 21 6
 Working University Library Committee undated 21 8
 Working Untitled Manuscript undated 4 19
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 Working Untitled Manuscript re: Literature and Society 1/2 undated 16B 6
 Working Untitled Manuscript re: Literature and Society 2/2 undated 16B 12
 Working USAFI Catalog Fifth Edition 1949 21 20
 Working Voice of America Broadcast, Howard University undated 9 25
 Working WBO Africa Today 1959 1 2
 Working WBO Simple on Race Relations Signed, Langston
Hughes undated 
1 31
 Working WBO The Negro in the Art of Homer and Eakins 1966 1 3
 Working WBO The Untouchables, Alfred Maund 1953 1 25
 Working What is wrong with the Howard University Library, Student
Essays 1953 
13 9
 Working Whittier College Speaking Engagement, Lovell 1948 14 11
 Working William Stuart Nelson 1964 8 11
 Working Work towards a play anthology "101 IAP" undated 11 39
 Working work towards IAP Anthology undated/c.1950-1960 22 4
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 Working Writers in Action, 28 Essays; Hageman, Casty, &
Greenwood 1959 
3 8
 Working Writings and Publications--Lovell ca. 1951 8 14
 Working Writings by John Lovell Jr. 1960 33 6
 Working Writings by John Lovell, Jr. 1960 24 9
 Working Writings by John Lovell, Jr. undated 31 16
 Working Writings by Others 1956 35 9
 Working Writings by Others--professors and sudents 1/2 1938-1968 32 6
 Working Writings by Others--professors and sudents 2/2 1967-1968 32 7
 Working WRITINGS: "Beginnings of American Theatre," "Reunion
Dinner," "Before Destruction," "Peace Dance," Whitman + Victorianism,
"The Hunters" 1951 
22 29
 Working WRITINGS: "The Odyssey of the Talking Shiny Dome" 1948 25 4
 Working Your Income Tax; J.K. Lasser 1952 3 6
